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Abstract 
The number and the locations of transmission lines that are likely to get 
simultaneously congested is a useful piece of information for power system operation , 
and activities in the power markets. This study presents a novel algorithm for 
estimation of a smaller set of transmission lines that have high probability of being 
simultaneously congested. To this end , first , the maximum number of simultaneously 
congested lines is investigated . Then , the algorithm and the corresponded criteria are 
developed to identify such a smaller group of lines. The algorithm is developed based 
on two mathematical methods of operation research , which are modified with respect to 
the features of optimal power flow problem. Moreover , using the insights obtained from 
the study of the characteristics of frequently congested lines distribution , an index is 
developed to prioritize the lines with respect to their probability of being congested . The 
proposed algorithm is also illustrated by simulation of a power market based system. 
Vlll 
Chapter 1: Introduction 
1.1 Background 
In countries with privatized electricity industries , the power systems are 
dominated by the deregulated electricity markets and their corresponded constraints. In 
these power markets, the market participants have to deal with the constraints of the 
optimal dispatch, which can affect their revenues significantly. The transmission lines' 
capacity constraints are one of the most important constraints that make market 
complicated. Not only the transmission lines' capacities, but also the transmission 
system's topology , play important roles in economic dispatch of the generation units 
and determination of the locational marginal prices. When single or multiple 
transmission lines approaching their maximum transfer capacity limits, they can be 
considered as the candidates to be the congested lines . Congestion is an important factor 
in power cost determination. Since , it sets restrictions on power transfers , specifically , 
the power that comes from the low cost generation zones to the load zones . 
1.2 Study of Congestion Problem 
Congestion takes place in the power transmission system , when there is 
insufficient transmission capacity in order to optimally dispatch power to supply 
demand . Now a days , by increasing the privatization in power industry all over the 
world , congestion prediction becom es more important for market participants. Since , it 
can result in noticeable impacts on system operation conditions and outcomes of the 
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Predication of the possible number and the locations of Simultaneously 
Congested Transmission Lines or Interfaces (SCTLs) is a challenging problem to the 
market participants. The prediction of congestion may involve the analyses regarding 
the following issues: 
1) The maximum number of SCTLs , 
Based on the observations from the intensive simulations , there should be a 
limited number of lines that can get simultaneously congested. 
2) A smaller set of SCTLs, which can get congested frequently , 
In a power system, some lines are not so sensitive to the power flow, and cannot 
be frequently and easily congested. They can get segregated from the SCTLs, 
which possibly can get frequently congested. 
3) The lines that have higher likelihood to be included in the smaller set identified 
in 2), 
Based on the system topology and transmission lines characteristics , some lines 
are very sensitive to the power flow , and can get frequently congested. These 
lines have higher likelihood to be SCTLs , i.e., being included in the smaller set. 
These analyses provide very useful information , e.g ., the locations and the 
distribution of possible congested lines, to the market participants for their risk 
management , operation or decision making. As congestion possibly limits the more 
economical power flow in the grid , distinguishing the lines that get congested easier or 
more frequently than others would be very beneficial. 
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1.3 Review of Previous Works 
Over the last decade a large number of researches have been conducted 
regarding congestion in electricity market. With respect to approaches they followed, 
the studies can be generally categorized in two different clusters, power engineering, 
and optimization oriented prospects. In Current literature, reference [ 1] described an 
approach to prioritize lines with respect to their chance of getting congested from the 
engineering point of view. Based on line factor calculation, this method determines 
which lines get congested preceding others during single or multiple power-trading 
paths. In some other publications, boundary of feasible region in optimal dispatch has 
been considered. Reference [2] discussed computing the boundary of feasible region 
based on optimization techniques. Using MATLAB optimization toolbox, they studied 
the impact of various security constraints on boundary of feasible region to identify the 
ones that have important roles in boundary of the feasible region determination. The 
work done in [3] is developing a method to identify the boundaries of power flow 
feasible region that can be used for binding constraints identification. They consider an 
optimization problem, which its objective is to determine the minimum distance from 
an external point to the boundary of the feasible region. In [ 4] congestion management 
by optimal transmission switching is studied. In order to relieve the congestions, they 
employed transmission switching to change the network topology, which consequently 
yields lower prices and higher market efficiency. This paper demonstrates the important 
role of transmission system's topology in congestion occurrence, which we are going to 
focus on. In [5] they proposed a methodology to promote fair competition for short-term 
transmission planning by using assessment of transmission line congestion cost index. 
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Their method mm1m1zes the distance between market equilibrium point and 
operation point by redispatching power based on historical bidding data. Also , they 
illustrate determination of optimal location and capacity of transmission line from the 
average total congestion cost index under transmission line constraints. This work also 
emphasizes on the importance of transmission system in congestion management 
problem. References [ 6] and [7] represent analyses in the P JM (part of the Easter 
Interconnection power grid , including Delaware, Illinois , Kentucky , Maryland , 
Michigan , New Jersey , North Carolina, Ohio, Pennsylvania , Tennessee, Virginia, West 
Virginia , the Washington, D.C. [8]) and MISO (Midcontinent Independent System 
Operator , Inc.) markets about the transmission congestion . The articles employs the 
flow-gates model as a market based model for congestion management studies. In this 
thesis , it is tried to make an improvement to the previous research activities carried out 
about the congestion , by proposing an algorithm to identify the SCTLs in the 
transmission system. 
1.4 Objective and Contribution 
The objective of this study is to identify a smaller set of lines that can get 
congested frequently . To this end , the possible maximum number of simultaneously 
congested lines is also investigated. 
In this study , we are particularly interested in two types of transmission lines: 
1) the lines that come from the cheaper generation zones , 
2) the lines from expensive generation zones , 
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For the first type of lines, they are supposed to transfer more power generated because 
of their low production costs , which may cause congestions on a set of transmission 
lines to the load zones. For the second type of lines, for the simi lar reason , they are less 
likely to get congested because of their high costs. However, sometimes it is hard to 
identify these lines quickly by the market participants due to the uncertainties in 
operating conditions and the market competitions. 
In order to identify the smaller set of lines that can get congested frequently, a 
feasible region is considered, in such a way that keeping the operating point in that 
region guarantees system's secure operation under the steady-state condition. In this 
article , mentioning 'feasible region' refers to OPF security region; and its boundary is 
determined by several constraints there exist in optimal dispatch. 
To determine and analyze this region, an optimization problem is considered to 
be solved. Power system operation or power market normally can be formulated as a 
linear optimization problem , i.e. , OPF, subject to certain equality and inequality 
constraints. In OPF , there exist several constraints corresponded to system state and the 
physical equipment's operating limitations ; such as lines thermal limit , generation 
capacity limit , bus voltage and transmission lines' capacity. Among these constraints , 
transmission lines and generation units' capacity constraints play more important roles 
in boundary of the feasible region determination. Hence , the OPF problem considered in 
this study would be subjected to these constraints. 
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At the optimal solution, it is observed that there is only a limited number of 
simultaneously congested lines , while most constraints that are not binding can be seen 
as redundant ones. So, in order to simplify the boundary of the feasible region 
determination, the redundant constraints should be identified and eliminated. This way , 
the remaining constraints would be potential candidates to be the binding constraints , 
i.e., congested transmission lines. As the binding constraints in optimization are 
equivalent with the congested lines in power market, the constraints that are more likely 
to be binding are associated with the transmission lines are those that can get frequently 
congested. 
In this study, we put forth an algorithm to identify the transmission lines that 
have high probabilities of getting congested simultaneously by using some advanced 
methods in identification the redundancies. In the past, some methods have been 
developed in operation research for redundant constraints identification , and 
determination of feasible region of the optimal solution, [9]- [ 13]. In addition , there are 
efforts reported to reduce the number of inequality constraints using constraint 
combination \alteration techniques. These methods apply algebraic procedures to reduce 
the number of constraints by generating an equivalent set of inequalities with less 
number of constraints , [14]. These methods might be used to find the redundant 
constraints but sometimes the results are not accurate , and they need to be modified to 
be applied to solve OPF problems . 
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In this study, two methods are proposed based on the features of OPF , and they 
are applied jointly to develop a novel algorithm in order to screen the lines that can get 
frequently congested. These two methods are termed the Maximization and the 
Comparative methods, which the main basis for the Intersection Algorithm. 
1. 5 Overview 
In this thesis, by solving the OPF problem, congestion is studied from a new 
prospect. In this regard, the possible maximum number of SCTLs is investigated. Then, 
based on the OPF features and the concept of congestion, an algorithm is proposed for 
identification of the SCTLs. In addition, some insights about the distribution and 
-
location of the SCTLs is presented. 
The aforementioned studies are organized in the following order: 
1) In Chapter 2, it is shown that, under normal operating conditions, only a limited 
number of specific lines can get congested simultaneously. 
2) In Chapter 3, an analytical study is presented to show the maximum number of 
SCTLs. 
3) In Chapter 4, the algorithm 1s presented to distinguish the lines with high 
probability of congestion. 
4) In Chapter 5, we provide the insights obtained from the study of the 
characteristics of distribution of SCTLs. 
5) In Chapter 6, the simulation results of a case study are included . 
6) In Chapter 7, the conclusions of the study are presented. 
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Chapter 2: Congestion Problem Explanation 
In this chapter , the focus would be on the illustration of congestion importance 
in the power market , the explanation of the problem , and investigation of the possible 
maximum number of SCTLs. The discussion is carried out by assessment of congestion 
importance m electricity pricing, introducing generation shift factor, intensive 
simulations to create as much as possible simultaneous congestions, and then 
verification of the observations by a real power system. 
Section 2.1 An Example of Congestion Importance in Power Market 
In this section, a reason that why congestion plays an important role in power 
market study is exemplified. One of the dominating factors in energy market operation, 
planning and pricing is determination of Locational Marginal Prices (LMP) , which can 
be calculated based on OPF or DC-OPF power flow simulations. The transmission 
providers calculates LMPs based on the Marginal Energy Components (MEC) , which 
are the marginal cost of energy , based on the offers and bids selected in the day-ahead 
market. This way , the LM Pi that is the LMP at bus i would be as follows , 
(2-1) 
Where , 
ME C5 = the LMP component representing the marginal cost of energy at the slack bus. 
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ME Ci = the LMP component representing the marginal cost of congestion at 
bus i relative to the slack bus. 
M LCi = the LMP component representing the marginal cost of losses at bus i relative to 
the slack bus. 
In (2-1 ), MC Ci of the LMP at bus i is calculating by the equation below, 
MC Ci = -(f SF;k. ilk) 
k=l 
Where , 
k = the number transmission constraints. 
S Fik = the shift factor at bus i on the transmission constraint k. 
Ak = the shadow price of the constraint k. 
(2-2) 
Equation (2-1) shows that LMP calculation is dependent on the marginal cost of 
congestion (MC CJ , which requires identification of congestions in the system [ 15]. The 
LMP calculation , presented here , is just one of the several applications of congestion 
identification. Moreover, (2-2) shows that the marginal cost of congestion calculation is 
based on the shift factor , which is a structural-related factor. In next chapters , this 
concept will be used to develop the method for identification of the congested lines. 
Section 2.2 Generation Shift Factor 
Generation Shift Factor (GSF) is one of the power system sensitivity factors that 
represents the affection of injecting 1 MW power into one of the system's buses , on the 
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transmission lines ' flow change as the consequence. In Figure 2, if F12 , F13 and F23 be 
the initial lines flows, GSF is useful to find the new line flows, F' 12 , F' 13 and F' 2 3 , by 
determination of line flow changes as the result of injection 1 MW to the bus 2. 
lMW 
f) 
i~ Bus 1 Bus 2 
F12 
l , ... P 21 ,, l f1 3 Fn 
Bus 3 
(Slack Bus) 
Figure 2. A Simple Power System 
GSF can be calculated by the following equation, which only includes the 
structural- related factors , 




11fi = change in MW power flow on line l, when a change in generation takes place at 
bus i . 
11Pci = amount of generation change in active power at bus i . 
11 
Xii = the affection of injecting Pei MW to bus i, on the voltage angle at bus k. It is 
also called the electrical distance between the buses i and j. 
GSF calculation is based on DC load flow method, which means, it can be used 
only for active power with the assumptions there exist for the DC Load flow analysis. 
Also, as it can be seen in (2-3), GSF is a structural-related factor and remains constant 
when system's operating condition gets changed. 
Section 2.3 Observation from Intensive Simulation 
In this section, in order to show that the number of SCTLs can be very limited , 
several simulation case studies have been carried out , trying to create as many SCTLs 
as possible. It is found that the first congested line is most likely the one that comes 
from a low cost generation zone. Then, by change of the load and offer prices of 
generation units , it is tried to create more SCTLs. This is done carefully without causing 
any diverges of power flow or other violations. 
In the study, it is found that in the power system, there are some dependencies 
between transmission lines in terms of congestion. For example, there exist an operating 
point that there are no more SCTLs can be created without violating the OPF security 
constraints. Another example is, the transmission lines with Generation Shift Factors 
(GSF) equal to zero for one or multiple generation units ( GS Fj,Pci = 0) only get 
congested by the generation at specific locations. That is, if some other lines get 
congested preceding them , they probably can never get congested. Since , the required 
12 
generation increase, by the specific generation units that can make them congested , may 
result in violation of the security constraints of the congested lines. 
As it will be further explained in detail, we can take the advantage of the 
dependency of congested lines in determination of the maximum number of SCTLs , or 
segregate the redundant lines that are less likely to be congested , so that a smaller set of 
lines with high likelihood of congestion can be identified . 
To illustrate it, consider the Table 1, which includes the excerpt of the data for 
the IEEE 39-bus system. For the complete data see the Appendix A. There can be seen 
that there exist some lines such as 2-3 which can get congested easily in comparison 
with other lines. By a generation increase at bus 31 (G31 ) equal to 250 MW, it reaches 
its transmission capacity limit preceding others ; however , some lines such as 25-2 and 
2-1 require much more MW increase in the aforementioned bus in order to get 
congested. So, these lines cannot get congested without violating at least line 2-3 
transmission capacity constraint; since, the injection increase would increase line 2-3 's 
line flow as well. 
Furth ermore , there are some other lines that can get conge sted only depending 
on generation change at a specific bus. For example , conge stion at line 12-13 is only 
depend ent on MW increase at bus 31, approximately equal to 1925 MW . It means , it 
can never get conge sted ; because , by 250 MW increase in G31 , line 2-3 reache s to its 
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limit and more generation increase would not possible, due to line 2-3 's transmission 
capacity constraint. 
Figure 3, shows IEEE 39-bus system with seven simultaneously congested lines. Under 
this operating condition, creation of more congestions may not be feasible without 
violating single or multiple transmission constraints. Identification of this kind of lines 
not only reduces the dimension of the OPF problems' constraints, but also helps to 












Figure 3. IEEE 39-Bus System with 7 Congested Lines 
14 
1.06 pu 
iTable 1. Excerpt of The IEEE 39-Bus System GSF and Transmission Lines Data 
GSFi,2-1 /J.f2- 1 GSFi,2-3 I /J.fz-3 I GSFi,zs-2 I /J.fzs-2 jGSFi,12-131 /J.f12-13 jGSFi,16-11 /J.f16- 19 
G31 = Slackl -21.07 2292.8 -63.2 15.72 1495.5 2.57 1925.6 0 No Impact 
G32= Slack I -18.71 2582.0 -64.46 16.38 1396.9 0 No Impact 0 No Impact 
G33= Slack l -10.24 4717.7 -63.63 248.8 26.13 899.7 0 No Impact I -100 
G3 4 = Slack I -10.24 4717.7 -63 .63 248.8 26.13 899.7 0 No Impact I -100 ....... 
V"l 
G35 = Slack I -10.24 4717.7 -63.63 26.13 899.7 0 No Impact 0 No Impact 
G36= Slack I -10.24 4717.7 -63.63 26.13 899.7 0 No Impact 0 No Impact 
G37= Slack 0 No Impact I -7.39 2138 91.6 0 No Impact 0 No Impact 
G38= Slack -4.8 10064.5 I -35.14 449.6 60.06 0 No Impact 0 No Impact 
G39= Slack -60.9 -60.9 -31.34 7.76 3029 .6 0 No Impact 0 No Impact 
Section 2.4 Real Evidence of Limited Number of SCTLs 
In the electricity markets , it can also be confirmed that the numb er of SCTLs is 
limited. By going through all the Security Constrained Economic Dispatch (SCED) 
shadow prices and binding transmission constraints reports published by Electric 
Reliability Council of Texas (ERCOT) , the maximum number of constraints that were 
simultaneously active , i.e., being binding, during the entire year of 2013 was only 14, 
comparing to over 10,000 lines in ERCOT. Moreover , it only happened in two days of 
March 3rd and June 4th . In all other days , the maximum number of active constraints 
are less than 14. In fact , the second largest number of SCTLs in year 2013 was only 9, 
which occurred on the evening of January 29 th and in the middle of the day on 
September 27th , [ 16]. 
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Chapter 3: Maximum Number of Simultaneous Congested Lines 
In this chapter , the OPF problem formulation along with the concept of 
constraint redundancy in this problem are presented . Then , the possible maximum 
number of SCTLs is investigated. The investigation is carried out based on the 
properties of the linear systems and degeneracy in Linear Programing Problem (LPP). 
Section 3.1 Optimal Dispatch Model Formulation 
In an interconnected power system , the objective is to find the best generation 
dispatch pattern that minimizes the power cost. The desired dispatch pattern can be 
found through solving an optimization problem , called Optimal Power Flow, OPF. The 
objective function of OPF problem is summation of cost functions of all generation 
units , which is subjected to a set of specific equality and inequality constraints. 
OPF is one of the fundamental methods for static power flow calculations , [ 17]. The 
objecti ve of the OPF problem is to satisfy the constraints of power system , e.g. , 
transmission lines capacity limits , and setting the decision variables to their optimum 
values in order to minimi ze the objective function. The objective function of the OPF 
problem is the summation of offer prices of the all generation units , which is subjected 
to a set of constraint s. 
Over the last decade s, several efforts have been made to impro ve OPF 
calculations by making that more mathematical rather than being a power engineering 
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analysis, [18][19]. With respect to past studies concernmg the impact of OPF 
constraints on boundary of feasible reg10n, generation capacity (Pei.min < Pei < 
Pci,max), and transmission lines capacity constraints play significant roles in boundary 
of feasible region determination. So, the general OPF can be fmmulated as a linear 
programing problem , described in equations (3-1 )-(3- 7) below , 
k 
min L aiPci 
i=l 
Pi - Pei.max < 0 'if i E {1, ... , K} 
Pci,min - Pi < 0 'if i E {l, .... K} 
fj - /j ,max < 0 'if i E {1, ... , L} 
-fj,max-fj<O 'viE{l, ... ,L} 
N 
F. = ~ GS F · (p · - D·) 
)j L... j ,L L L 
i=l 
Where , 
ai Cost function coefficient for generator i. 
P ci Output of generator number i. 
fj Line flow for line number j. 
L Number of transmission lines. 
k Number of generation units . 









GS~ ,i = Generation shift factor for line j as the consequence of generation change at 
bus i , also known as Power Transfer Distribution Factor (PTDF). 
[j max = Maximum transmission capacity of line j. 
Pci,max = The maximium MW output capacity of the generation unit i. 
Pci,min = The minimum MW output capacity of the generation unit i. 
In this vers10n of OPF formulation, (3-2), is the power balance equality 
constraint. Also, in (3-7) the GSFs for generation unit i are calculated by assuming that 
generation unit as buyer and other generation units as seller. As GSF is calculated by 
system structural- factors, it remains constant and independent from system operating 
condition. 
In order to take advantage of LP properties, by using the calculated GSF matrix, 
the transmission and generation capacity constraints are rewritten in standard form 
of AiJxj < bi·· With the knowledge of: 
a) AiJ = GS~,i, which is GSF for line number j as the consequence of generation 
change at generation unit number i, 
b) Xj = llPci , which is the change of generation at generation unit i, 
c) bi = ll[j, which is equal to summation of all partial line flow changes happen at 
line j , as the result of simultaneous power injection changes at each of the 
generation units , 
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All transmission constraints can be rewritten m form of a system of linear 
inequalities as follows, 
In addition, the generators' capacity constraints make the decision 
NG 
I GSFj,i. fiPci < li fj (3-8) 
i=l 
variables (fiPcJ bounded. So, by using (3-8), the constraints (3-3) to (3-6) can be 
rewritten in form of a system of linear inequalities, as follows: 
(3-9) 
Pei.min < fiPci < Pci,max (3-10) 
Having the OPF constraints in the above standard form, by segregation of the 
frequently binding constraint from those that does not impact the boundary of the 
feasible region, the maximum number of SCTLs can be obtained in the way presented 
below. 
Section 3.2 Redundant and Binding Constraints in OPF 
A constraint is redundant if it can be eliminated from the system of linear 
inequalities without affecting the feasible region. For example, let GS Fm, i. Ii Pei < !if m 
be the m th constraint and equation (3-11) represents the feasible region of the 
optimization problem with constraints described by (3-9) and (3-10) above. If equation 
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(3-12) below defines the feasible region associated with the same optimization problem 
with a smaller set of constraints. Then the m th constraint , CSFm,i· l1Pci < l1fJ is a 
redundant constraint if and only if S = S' . 
S = {l1Pci E Iffi.i1cs0,i l1Pci < l1fJ ,l1Pci > 0} 
S' = {l1Pci E Iffi.il CS0,i l1Pci < l1fJ,l1Pci > 0 ,j * m} 
(3-11) 
(3-12) 
On the other hand, if a constraint passes through the optimum point , it is a 
binding constraint. In OPF, a line gets congested if the transmission constraint 
associated with that be a binding constraint, vice versa. As we are seeking the maximum 
number of simultaneous congested lines , the binding constraints should be segregated 
from the redundant constraints. 
Section 3.3 Discussions and Explanation about Maximum Number of SCTLs 
In this section , the investigation of the maximum number of SCTLs is presented . 
This study is carried out from two perspectives , linear systems properties and 
degeneracy in OPF problem. 
Section 3.3.1 Linear System Perspective 
The impact of independency of constraints on the possible maximum number of 
SCTLs is investigated by performing algebraic manipulations, so that redundant 
constraints in the set of constraints describe in Equation (3-9) can be identified and 
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eliminated. In order to be able to use linear systems' properties , the system of 
inequalities in (3-9) is transformed to a system of inequalities, 
[ GSF]. [~] - [Y1] = [Lif;] 
Where , 
[ GSF] = [GSF, -/] E IR{Jx(i+q), (q= I matrix dimension) 
[~] E IR{Jxl 
[ LiPci] = [LiPc1, LiPcz, ... , LiPci, Yi, Yz, ... , YdT E IR{(i+q)xl 
[y1] E IR{Jxl, which are slack variables 
(3-13) 
Having the transformed linear equalities, redundancies can be found by using 
linear algebraic concepts. It is known that if condition of rank([ GSF ~]) = 
rank( GSF) holds with rank( GSF) = j' < j , there exist at least one redundant 
constraint, which can be eliminated from system (3-13), [14]. 
Knowing that some of the constraints are redundant, we can apply some 
algebraic techniques , e.g., Singular Value Decomposition (SYD) method , to [ GSF] in 
order to eliminate the redundancies by constructing a new set of constraints, [ 14]. The 
new set of constraints is made of a smaller number of linearly independent equalities, 
which the number of them is equal to the rank of [ GSF]. It include s only the constraints 
that determine the boundary of the feasible region. 
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Moreover , usmg linear independency and rank of a matrix concept , the 
maximum number of the linearly independent equations in (3-13) , which are associated 
with the frequently congested lines (binding constraints) , can be determined. In the 
power system , the number of transmission lines are always much bigger than the 
number of generation units U » i). So, the rank of [ GSF] would be equal to its column 
rank , which is the number of generation units excluding the slack bus. It means that the 
maximum number of SCTLs defined in (3-13) is equal to the rank of [ GSF]. 
Section 3.3.2 Degeneracy in Linear Programming 
Using the concept of degeneracy in LP, the reason that why there can be only a 
few SCTLs in the solution to an OPF problem is explained. 
Definition of non-degeneracy: 
A solution of a linear programmmg problem with i decision variables is 
degenerate if more than i inequality constraints are binding at the optimum point. Thus , 
degeneracy denotes that there is at least one redundant constraint in the OPF LPP. So 
non-degeneracy is referred to the situation that the maximum number of binding 
inequality constraints is, which is equal to the number of decision variables. 
Proposition: 
For a linear OPF problem as described in Equations (3-1 )-(3-7) , if it has a 
unique optimal solution, the problem is non-degenerate, i.e., the theoretical number of 




In matrix [GSF]Jxi the row independence is possible only when}< i. Then , if 
the number of constraints exceed the number of decision variables , the surplus number 
of constraints are dependent constraints. Also , the Lagrange Multipliers (,11) associated 
with them will be zero. Thus , as a constraint is either non-binding or its associated AJ is 
positive , the surplus constraints, which the number of them is equal to j - i , would not 
be binding at least in a case that the problem is non-degenerate. 
This proposition is useful; since , according to the non-degeneracy concept , we 
know that an OPF problem should be a non-degenerate LPP. In case of degeneracy in 
the OPF problem , the number of the binding constraints is larger than the number of 
decision variables. Under this condition , the optimal value of the objective function can 
be achieved by an infinite number of solutions. Such solutions result in several 
problems ; such as , cycling or divergence in OPF iterations , or arbitrary OPF solutions , 
which are undesirable for a market oriented dispatch. For example , in a set of 
transmission lines in series , with the same line parameters and transferring the same 
flow , each line can be a candidate to be binding. The corresponding constraints of these 
lines are redundant ; since , they are significantly identical. 
Based on the proposition and the discussions in Section 3.3 , the possible 
maximum number of SCTLs would be equal to the number of decision 
variables (!1PcJ, which is the same as the number of generation units. As the OPF has 
both transmi sion and generation constraints , this numb er includes the numb er of 
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binding generation constraints plus the number of binding transmission constraints. 
(This conclusion is derived with respect to two assumptions: non-degeneracy and [GSF] 
matrix row independency.) 
That is, the possible maximum number of binding inequalities 
= number of binding generators + number of binding lines 
= number of decision variables (b.PcJ 
However, in the power market , the number of binding lines are much less than 
the total number of generation units. In a real power market , some generation units are 
scheduled at their maximums; so, their outputs cannot be decision variables. Thus, they 
should not be considered in determination of the theoretical maximum number of 
SCTLs. Another reason for having less number of SCTLs in practice is that there are 
many transmission constraints that are off the boundary of the feasible region. So, they 
cannot be decision variables neither. 
In the next section , an algorithm to identify and eliminate the redundant 
constraints in the OPF problem is proposed. 
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Chapter 4: Identification of Possible SCTLs 
In this chapter , an optimization based algorithm is proposed to predict the 
possible SCTLs by identifying the redundancies in the OPF problem. The algorithm , 
called the Intersection Algorithm, is developed based on two methods , which are the 
Maximization and the Comparative elimination methods. It considers the intersection of 
the non-redundant constraints determined by the two methods , as the possible SCTLs , 
which are likely to get congested frequently . 
Section 4.1 Maximization Method 
In this method , the redundant constraints m (3-3)-(3-6) can be identified by 
comparing the possible maximum line flow increase of each line with the required line 
flow increase for congestion. The superiorities of this method to other similar LP 
techniques can be summarized as follows: 
a) It is an objective function independent technique, which uses the minimum and 
maximum capacity limits of generation units to calculate the Maximization 
criterion ( Mj) for each constraint. 
b) It can be used to identify the redundancies in equality constraints in addition to 
the inequalities; however , most of the LP methods are only for inequalities. 
c) It take into account the minimum and the maximum allowed values of the 
decision variables. 
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For the /h line, the Maximization criterion , which is the maximum line flow 
change at that line, can be represented as, 
Mj = L GS~i l1Pci,max + L GS~i l1Pci,min (4-1) 
iEPj iENj 
Where , 
Mj = The criterion of the Maximization method 
l1Pci,max = Remaining generation capacity. 
l1Pci,min = Generation decrease to the minimum limit. 
By calculating ( 4-1) for all transmission lines , the redundancies can be identified 
with respect to the following criterion: 
If maximum line flow change of a transmission line is not larger than its specified limit , 
i.e., Mj < l1[j, then, the line's constraint would be redundant. This method is shown by 
path "a" on the flowchart , in Figure 4. 
Section 4.1.1 Derivation of Maximization Method 
In order to evaluate if a line has the capability of getting congested , the 
Maximization method assesses the line's corresponded constraint for likelihood of 
being a binding constraint. This assessment is based on the structure and the operational 
condition of the system . 
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Let Mj be an arbitrary transmission constraint for line j , 
(4-2) 
This constraint indicates that the line flow change should be within the specified 
limit , when the outputs of the generation units change. So, it is redundant if the 
maximum line flow increase cannot meet the specified limit. According to ( 4-2), the 
maximum possible line flow increase can be represented with the following 
optimization problem , 
S. t. Pci,min < LlPci < Pci,max 
(4-3) 
(4-4) 
In the maximization problem above, the objective function consists of two 
terms. Since , the constant coefficient (GSF) is positive in the first and negative in the 
second term , !:iPci in the first tenn should be set to its maximum value , and !:iPci in the 
second term should be set to its minimum value. This way , at the optimal solution , the 
first and the second terms reach their maximum and minimum , respectively . So, the 
optimal solution can be represented as, 
Max Mj = L GSFj,i .!:iPci + L GSFj,i .!:iPci 
iEP j iENj 
(4-5) 
Wh ere, Pj = {i; GSFji > O} and Nj = {i; GSFji < 0} 
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Where , 
Mj = the maximum line flow increase for the /h line, 
l::.Pei,max = Pei.max - Pcurrent, 
l::.Pei,min = Pcurrent - Pei,min· 
Thus , assuming that Mj is the maximum possible line flow increase at line j , if Mj < !::.fj 
holds , the /h constraint is redundant. 
Proposition: 
If the change of generation pattern is a reliable control variable to maximize the 
change of power flow at line j, then , the /h constraint that satisfies the Maximization 
method criterion, is redundant. 
Proof· 
If Mj is the maximum possible line flow increase at line j under the studied 
operating point , the line constraints with Mj < !::.fj are redundant. In a power system , 
based on the OPP and operating condition, it is reasonable to assume that line flows are 
dependent variables of the generation pattern. So, maximizing the generation for 
positive GSFs and minimizing the generation for negative GSFs of a line yields the 
maximum flow at the line of interest. Thus , plugging in !::.Pei.max and !::.Pei.min in the 
first and the second terms of ( 4-5) guarantees Mj to be the maximum flow increase at 
the studied operating point. 
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Section 4.2 Comparative Method 
This method is also used to identify the redundant line constraints in (3-3)-(3-6). 
The superiority of this method to other methods is the minimized computational burden ; 
since , cji is the only parameter that should be computed and investigated. It eliminates 
the redundancies by comparing the rows of the [ C]j x i matrix , which can be constructed 
by the following factor for each transmission line, 
GSF-· ) ,L 
Cji = !).fj {! _ (1,2, ... ,NL) i - (1,2, ... , NG) 
Where , 
cji = the comparison factor of the Comparative method 
NL = the number of transmission lines 
NG = the number of generation units 
With ( 4-6) , the redundant line constraints can be identified as follows: 
(4-6) 
If there are lines k and I such that cki < cu ( i = 1, ... , NG) holds , then the constraint 
for the k th line would be redundant. This method is shown by path "b" on the flowchart , 
in Figure 4). 
Section 4.2.1 Derivation of Comparative Method 
In development of this method , it is assumed that small GSFs have insignificant 
impacts on the line flows; so, they can be ignored in compare with the large G 'Fs. 
Under this condition , as we are interested to increase the line flow , positive large GSFs 
would be associated with positive !).p cis, and negative large GSFs would be associated 
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with negative t:,.Pcis. Thus, the product of each GSF with its corresponded !::,.Pei would 
be positive. Considering this assumption the method is developed as follows: 
By dividing the both sides of (3-8) by !::,.fj, the line constraints can be rewritten as the 
inequality below , 
NG 
L cJi .!::,.Pei< 1 
i=l 
Where , i = 1, ... ,NG , j = 1, ... , NL 
(4-7) 
With respect to ( 4-7) , if there exist lines k and l , such that cki < cu holds , for 
an arbitrary value of !::,.Pei, the k th constraint would be redundant. Note that the right 
hand side of the inequality ( 4-7) is equal to one . So, when this inequality is satisfied 
for cu , which is bigger than cki , it will be definitely satisfied for cki , for the same value 
NG 
L cu . !::,.Pei< 1 
i=l 
NG 
==⇒ L cki .!::,.Pei< 1 
i=l 
This means the l th constraints does not let the k th constraint to impact the 
boundary of the feasible region , and the k th constraint can be eliminated. 
Section 4.3 Intersection Algorithm 
Each of these methods identify some constraints as non-redundant ; however , 
their results are not always the same. For example, the Maximi zation method might 
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over-estimate the non-redundant constraints ; or the Comparative might under-e timate 
the non-redundant constraints. In order to improve the precision of redundancy 
elimination process , the results from these methods are used for the Intersection 
algorithm development. 
Through simulation observations, it is found that it is more efficient to search for 
frequently congested lines based on the intersection of the results from the 
Maximization and the Comparative elimination methods. Either methods can identify 
some redundancies per se. Thus, it is useful to search for the frequently congested lines 
in the non-redundant line constraints , which are identified based on one of the two 
methods. However , the number of non-redundant constraints by both methods is still 
relatively large. It is observed that most of the binding lines' constraints are in the 
intersection of the remaining non-redundant line constraints identified with the two 
methods. Thus , it would be more efficient to search for the frequently congested lines 
from the intersection. 
The intersection algorithm is proposed based on the two methods to improve the 
efficiency of searching for the binding line constraints. Figure 4 presents the flowchart 
of the proposed algorithm , which is shown by path "c" on the flowchart. The proposed 
algorithm can identify most of the line that are likely to the SCTLs . The number of the 
identified lines is usually smaller than the maximum number of SCTLs , which is 
described in the previous chapter. 
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Figure 4. Determination of maximum number of binding con straint s algorithm 
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Chapter 5: Distribution and Locations of SCTLs 
In this chapter , based on the non-redundant transmission constraint identified 
by the Intersection algorithm , a general model for distribution of the possible conge ted 
lines is presented. In addition, an index is developed to prioritize the transmission lines 
with respect to their likelihood of being congested. 
Section 5.1 General Congestion Distribution Model 
The phrase "a general congestion distribution model" refers to a simplified 
model of power system , which shows the location of the lines that can get frequently 
congested. In order to explain the congestion model , the Susceptance matrix (B) , shown 
in (5-1 ), is considered. It is the imaginary part of the bus admittance matrix (Ybus) and 
express the structure of the system. Susceptance can be defined as a measurement to 

















Not surprisingly the observations show that the bkk values associated with the 
tran fer bu es are commonly smaller than the bkk values for the generation and load 
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buses. With re pect to Susceptance definition it shows that the tran fer bu e are le s 
sensitive to power flow rather than generator and load buses. For thi rea on , the 
generator and load buses should have more deterministic role m conge tion 
occun-ence. In other words, the lines that connect generation buses to the load buses are 
expected to be the lines that may form the congestion model. They probably can get 
congested preceding the other lines. 
In order to investigate if the aforementioned lines can create a congestion 
distribution model for the SCTLs , the simplified power system model in Figure 5 is 
considered . It shows the aggregation of the adjacent generation units and the 
aggregation of the adjacent loads , which construct a generation zone (source) and a load 
Figure 5. Source and sink model 
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zone (sink) , respecti ely. The generation and the load zone are conn cted by the 
transmission lines of interest. 
With respect to Equation (2-3) , one of the most important characteristic of 
these lines is the positive GSFs for all generation units that exist in the generation zone. 
Since , with all the same line parameters , any MW injection increase in the generation 
zone results in increase of their power flows. The flows of this group of lines increase 
more in comparison with other lines in the system as the con equence of 
generation/load level increase. So, due to this high sensitivity , they can be the main 
candidates that can get congested frequently. 
In order to verify if this model can demonstrate the distribution of the frequently 
congested lines , the criteria of the Maximization and the Comparative methods are 
studied for this group of lines. To simplify the discussion , the lines in Figure 5 are 
assumed lossless with the same reactance, and MV A capacities. However , these 
assumptions will be relaxed before drawing the final conclusion. 
Section 5.1.1 Discussion 1 based on the Maximization Method Criterion 
Based on criterion of the Maximization approach , if Mj > 11/j holds , the 
/hconstraint will be identified as a non-redundant con traint , which can be 
corresponded to a frequently congested line. 
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A the F of th lines of intere t in Figure 5 are a um d to be all po itiv e, th 
econd tenn of Mj can be ignored ; and Mj would be as follows , 
Mj = L GS0i liPci,max 
iEP j 
Where, Pj = {i; GS 0i > O} 
(5-2) 
With respect to (5-2) , by considering the summation of all positive coefficients 
of each constraint (GSFs) multiplied by the residual capacity of the generation units 
this redundancy elimination method identifies the constraints with all positive (GSF) 
coefficients as non-redundant. In other words , it means by output increase of any 
generation unit (liPci,max) , Mj would be increased ; however, generation increase of 
generation units with negative GSFs reduce the flow of line j. 
The intuition behind this discussion is that when a line's GSFs are positive and closer to 
one rather than other lines , that line transfers more flow in comparison with the other 
lines. Therefore , it will have higher probability of getting congested , where all the lines 
have same transmission capacity limits. In a large power system with hundreds or 
thousands of lines with negative or positive GSFs , this condition is satisfied for the 
group of lines that connect the generation zones to the load zones in Figure 5. 
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Section 5.1.2 Discussion 2 based on the Comparative Method Criterion 
The omparative method which is ba ed on the C matrix , identi fie th 
constraints as non-redundant that their associated rows in the C matrix have all entrie 
bigger than or equal to their conesponding entries in other row . 
As the absolute values of GSF and b.fj are usually different for each constraint , 
the discussion can be focused on the GSFs signs , when b.fj i positive. Ba ed on this 
approach if a line has a negative GSF even for one generation unit , that line will be 
identified as redundant in comparison with the group of lines in Figure 5, with all 
positive GSFs. Similar to the discussion of the Maximization method , based on the 
Comparison method criterion , when a line has more positive and bigger GSFs, it would 
have higher probability of getting frequently congested. This condition is also sati fied 
for the lines of interest in the Figure 5. 
Based on discussions (l) and (2) , the lines that connect a generation zone to a 
load zone , satisfy the criteria of the Maximization and the Comparative methods to be 
the frequently congested lines. This result remains consistent by having different line 
parameters and transfer capacities. Thus , the validity of explained model even is 
verified by the two proposed methods, and this group of lines would be probably ome 
of those that can get frequently congested. 
Section 5.2 Congestion Prioritization Index 
In this section , we relax the assumptions about the equal line parameters and 
tran mi sion capacities to develop a prioritization index to prioritize the lines with 
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re pect to th ir lik lihood of getting conge ted. Und r thi condition, the fl w of ach 
line would be dependent on its transmi sion capacity and it CSF . With re p ct to 
(2-3), the total line flow change at the k th line (!J.fk), as a result of generation chang at 
generation zone i can be calculated as CS Fk i· /J.Pci •However , thi is only for aggregat d 
model in which there is only one generation zone, i. 
In order to consider generation change of all generation w1it at different 
locations , the IEEE 14-bus system is considered , Figure 6. Let line 6-13 be an arbitrary 
line chosen to develop the prioritization index. Any generation change at each generator 
bus will have an impact on the flow of this line , either in the agreeing or in the opposite 




Figure 6. IEEE 14-bus system 
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direction. o, the summation of all CSF of this !in a o iated with all g nera ti n unit 
would be the CSF of the all generation zones for thi line . Mor over to take th current 
line flow and its capacity limit into account , the line flow change (b.fk) i ummed 
with [j and their summation is divided by the maximum transmis ion capacity of th 
line, respectively. The developed congestion prioritization index (at), which i the 
absolute value of the explained measurement, is as following , 
fmax,l 
(5-3) 
The line with the largest al value is expected to get congested preceding other 
lines. In this manner, by calculating aj for all lines in the system, they can be prioritized 
with respect to their chance of getting congested. 
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Chapter 6: Case Study 
In this chapter , the IEEE-39 bus system is simulat ed to implem ent the propo ed 
algorithm Figure 7. It is a standard system for testing new methods ; since , it repre ent 
a reduced model of the power system in New England. This system has 10 generator 




147 Mv ar 
Figure 7. IEEE 39-bus system 
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247 MW 
85 Mv ar 
Automatic Generation Control. The data of the sys tem is availabl in appendix B. 
The maximum number of simultaneous binding con traints is expected to be 
equal or less than rank([GSF]) = 9. In order to investigate it, the Maximization and 
the Comparative methods and the Intersection algorithm are simulat ed; and the results 
are presented in Table 2. 
Table 2. Binding Constraints Simulation Results 
Max.# of Non-
Redundant The Specified Lines 
Constraints 
Range 
25-2 18-3 6-7 6-11 11-10 13-
' ' ' ' ' 
14 10, 13-14, 15-14 , 16-15 , 24-16 , 
Method 
17-18, 17-27 , 37-25 , 26-27 
Comparative 
6 
25-2 6-11 39-9 11-10 13-14 
' ' ' ' ' 
Method 17-18 
Intersection 
5 25-2 6-11 11-10 13-14 17-18 
Method ' ' ' ' 
As can be seen in Table 2, Maximization method overestimates the number of 
non-redundant constraints equal to 14; however , the Comparative method identifie s 6 
constraint as non-redundant. The Intersection algorithm , identifies 5 constraints that are 
in common with results from the two methods as non-redundant , Figure 8 and Figure 9. 
In Figure 8, the red , blue and purple lines are associated with non-redundant constraints , 
identified by the Maximization and Comparative methods and Intersection algorithm, 
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re p ctively. The e line can b con idered a tho which ha c high pr babi I ity r 













Figure 8. Representation of lines with high chance of getting congested in IEEE 
39-Bus System 
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Figure 9. Non-redundant constraints identified by (A) Maximization, (B) 
Comparative and (C) Intersection methods 
Moreover , in discussion around degeneracy in LP , the proposition is verified 
with various linear cost functions and generator limits and the following observations 
are obtained at every simulated case: 
7 binding lines + 2 binding generators 
= 4 binding lines + 5 binding generators 
= 3 binding lines + 6 binding generators 
= 2 binding lines + 7 binding generators 
= 9 
Based on the simulation results , it can be concluded that in case of a non-
degenerate solution , the number of simultaneou sly congested lines (binding con straint ) 
would be always less than or equal to the numb er of deci sion variable s, which the 
generation units in the OPF problem. This conclusion is agree with the result obtained 
from inter ection algorithm as well. 
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In the optimization probl em di cussed in this tudy the impact of lack bu i 
repre sented by the equality constraint (3-2), and its output variations 11Pc
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ack i not 
considered as a decision variable. Thus , if there exist i generation units in y tern i - l 
decision variables are defined in the OPP problem . Mor eover, as usually the numb er of 
lines U) lS significantly more than number of generation 
units (i) , max rank([GSF]) = i - 1 holds and this represents that the max numb r of 
constraints that can be simultaneously binding -SCTLs- is equal or smaller than number 
of generation units in the system minus one. This theory is implemented successfully by 
the IEEE-39 bus system. Since , the Intersection algorithm identifies 5 lines as the 
candidates to be the SCTLs. 
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Conclusions 
In thi s study , a new algorithm for identification of the imult aneously conge ted 
lines in pow er market is proposed . To this end , the theoretical maximum numb r of 
possible simultaneously congested lines is studied. The study impli es that if there ex i t 
one unique optimal solution , the theoretical limit is the number of the dispatch decision s 
of all generation units . Then , the algorithm is developed to identify a small er set of lines 
based on the two methods , Maximization and Comparative , which one concerns the 
absolute impact of generation dispatch decisions , and one concerns the relative 
sensitivities of power flow between different transmission lines. Each of these methods 
are sufficient conditions for identification of redundant line constraint s. In Intersection 
algorithm , first some redundant constraints are eliminated based on the two methods , 
then, a smaller set of lines are searched in the inter section of the two sets of remaining 
constraints after the methods are applied. In addition , using the algorithm and based on 
the inten sive simulation results a general congestion distribution model is explained , 
which expresses the lines connecting the generation and load zones are those which can 
get frequently congested. The proposed algorithm is illustrat ed in a pow er mark et using 
the IEEE -39 bus system. 
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Appendix A: Generation Shift Factor Data 
Table 3. GSFs for All Trading Paths of IEEE 39-Bus System 
# Line G31 G32 G33 G34 G3s G36 G37 
1 
2-1 -21.07 - 18.71 -10 .24 - 10.24 -10.24 -I 0.24 0 
2 
1-39 -21.07 -18 .71 -10.24 -10 .24 -10.24 -10.24 0 
3 
2-3 -63.2 -64.46 -63.63 -63 .63 -63.63 -63.63 -7.39 
4 
25-2 15.72 16.83 26 . 13 26 . 13 26.13 26.13 91.6 
5 
30-2 -JOO -100 -100 -100 -100 -100 -100 
6 
3-4 -53.98 -52.35 -19.23 -19.23 -19.23 -19.23 0 
7 
18-3 9.22 12.11 44.4 44.4 44.4 44.4 6. 18 
8 
4-5 -50.41 -28.86 0 0 0 0 0 
9 
4-14 -3.58 -23.49 -I 9.84 -19.84 -19.84 -I 9.84 0 
10 
5-6 -56.19 -35.49 -4.57 -4.57 -4.57 -4.57 0 
11 
5-8 5.79 6.64 5. 18 5. I 8 5.18 5. 18 0 
12 
6-7 15.28 12.07 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 0 
13 
6-11 28 .52 -47 .57 -9.64 -9 .64 -9.64 -9 .64 0 
14 
6-31 -100 0 0 0 0 0 0 
15 
7-8 15.28 12.07 5.06 5.06 5.06 5.06 0 
16 
8-9 21.07 18.71 10.24 10.24 10.24 10.24 0 
17 
39-9 -21.07 -18.71 -] 0.24 -10.24 -10 .24 -10 .24 0 
18 
11-10 25.96 -47.78 -8.77 -8.77 -8 .77 -8.77 0 
19 
13-10 -25.96 -52.22 8.77 8.77 8.77 8.77 0 
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G3a G39 
-4 .8 -60 .9 
-4.8 -60 .9 
-35.14 -3 1.34 
60.06 7.76 
-I 00 -I 00 
-5.75 -26.92 
29 .39 4.43 
0 -26 .2 
-6.8 I 0 
0 -4 . 18 
2.5 -22.0 2 
2.3 -I 7.08 
-3.74 12.9 
0 0 
2 .3 -17 .08 
4.8 -39 . 1 




Line G31 G32 G33 G34 G3s G36 G31 G3s G39 
20 10-32 0 -100 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
21 12-11 -2.57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
22 12
-13 2.57 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
23 
13-14 28 .52 52.43 -9.64 -9.64 -9.64 -9.64 0 -3.74 12.9 
24 
15-14 -24.94 -28.94 29.47 29.47 29.47 29.47 2.22 10.54 -12.18 
25 16
-15 -24.94 -28.94 29.47 29.47 29.47 29.47 2.22 10.54 -12. 1 
26 
17-16 -24.94 -28.94 -70.53 -70.53 -70.53 -70.53 2.22 10.54 -12 . 18 
27 
16-19 0 0 -I 00 -I 00 0 0 0 0 0 
28 
16-21 0 0 0 0 -64.74 -52.44 0 0 0 
29 
24-16 0 0 0 0 35.26 47.56 0 0 0 
30 
17-18 9.22 12.11 44.4 44.4 44.4 44.4 6.18 29.39 4.43 
31 
17-27 15.72 16.83 26.13 26.13 26.13 26.13 -8.4 -39.94 7.76 
32 
19-20 0 0 0 -100 0 0 0 0 0 
33 
19-33 0 0 -100 0 0 0 0 0 0 
34 
20-34 0 0 0 -l 00 0 0 0 0 0 
35 
21-22 0 0 0 0 -64.74 -52.44 0 0 0 
36 
22-23 0 0 0 0 35.26 -52.44 0 0 0 
37 
22-35 0 0 0 0 -I 00 0 0 0 0 
38 
24-23 0 0 0 0 -35.26 -47.56 0 0 0 
39 
23-36 0 0 0 0 0 -I 00 0 0 0 
40 
25-26 -15. 72 -16.83 -26.13 -26. 13 -26 . 13 -26.13 8.4 -60.06 -7.76 
41 
37-25 0 0 0 0 0 0 100 0 0 
50 
# 
Line G31 G32 G33 G34 G3s G36 G37 G3s G39 
42 26-27 -15 .72 -16 .83 -26.13 -26 . 13 -26 . 13 -26.13 .4 9.94 -7 .76 
43 26-28 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -50 0 
44 
26-29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -50 0 
45 
28-29 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -50 0 
46 
29-38 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -I 00 0 
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Appendix B: IEEE 39-Bus System Data 
Table 4. IEEE 39-Bus System (Line Parameters) 
From To R X B 
1 2 0.0035 0.0411 0.6987 
1 39 0.001 0.025 0.75 
2 3 0.0013 0.0151 0.2572 
2 25 0.007 0.0086 0.146 
3 4 0.0013 0.0213 0.2214 
3 18 0.0011 0.0133 0.2138 
4 5 0.0008 0.0128 0.1342 
4 14 0.0008 0.0129 0.1382 
5 6 0.0002 0.0026 0.0434 
5 8 0.0008 0.0112 0.1476 
6 7 0.0006 0.0092 0.113 
6 11 0.0007 0.0082 0.1389 
7 8 0.0004 0.0046 0.078 
8 9 0.0023 0.0363 0.3804 
9 39 0.001 0.025 1.2 
10 11 0.0004 0.0043 0.0729 
10 13 0.0004 0.0043 0.0729 
13 14 0.0009 0.0101 0.1723 
14 15 0.0018 0.0217 0.366 
15 16 0.0009 0.0094 0.171 
16 17 0.0007 0.0089 0.1342 
16 19 0.0016 0.0195 0.304 
16 21 0.0008 0.0135 0.2548 
16 24 0.0003 0.0059 0.068 
17 18 0.0007 0.0082 0.1319 
17 27 0.0013 0.0173 0.3216 
21 22 0.0008 0.014 0.2565 
22 23 0.0006 0.0096 0.1846 
23 24 0.0022 0.035 0.361 
25 26 0.0032 0.0323 0.513 
26 27 0.0014 0.0147 0.2396 
26 28 0.0043 0.0474 0.7802 
26 29 0.0057 0.0625 1.029 
28 29 0.0014 0.0151 0.249 
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Table 5. IEEE 39-Bu Sy tern (Tran former Data) 
From To R X MVA 
2 30 0 0.01 1 100 
31 6 0 0.025 100 
10 32 0 0.02 100 
12 I 1 0.0016 0.0435 100 
12 13 0.0016 0.0435 100 
19 20 0.0007 0.0138 100 
19 33 0.0007 0.0142 100 
20 34 0.0009 0.018 100 
22 35 0 0.0143 100 
23 36 0.0005 0.0272 100 
25 37 0.0006 0.0232 100 
Table 6. IEEE 39-Bus System (Generation Units Data) 
Bus MW MVAR 
Max Min 
V MVA X Pmax Pmin MVAR MVAR 
30 200 173.14 250 -50 1.047 100 0.031 500 0 
31 600 157.76 999 -100 0.98 150 0.0697 999 0 
32 560 136.81 240 -70 0.983 100 0.0531 700 0 
33 647 58.63 130 -70 0.997 200 0.0436 700 0 
34 560 147.48 220 -70 1.012 300 0.132 700 0 
35 700 246.46 350 -70 1.049 400 0.05 700 0 
36 560 203.15 430 -70 1.063 100 0.049 700 0 
37 560 13.06 110 -70 1.027 300 0.057 700 0 
38 800 40.94 110 -70 1.026 100 0.057 1000 0 
39 960 223.21 310 -120 1.03 100 0.06 1200 0 
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Table 7. IEEE 39-Bus S tern (Bu Data) 
Bus Number Voltage Angle Load Shunt 
MW MVAR MVAR 
1 1.05345 - I 0.3 57 
2 1.06 I 63 -9.4819 8.5 
3 1.05234 -9. 7466 32 2.4 
4 1.01442 -9.682 50 14 -100 
5 0.98993 -9.6114 -200 
6 0.98947 -9.536 
7 0.99023 -9.8678 33.8 14 
8 0.99091 -9.9445 52 16 
9 0.99609 -10.494 -200 
10 1.01898 -9.244 
11 1.00951 -9.3408 
12 1.02169 -9.3163 
13 1.02168 -9.292 
14 1.02818 -9.3945 
15 1.05801 -9.1307 32 13 
16 1.06974 -8.8696 32.4 2.3 
17 1.07032 -9.6048 
18 1.06368 -9.8088 58 10 
19 1.07172 -7.2934 
20 1.01416 -7.0557 68 13 
21 1.07448 -8.3239 74 15 
22 1.07563 -7.7489 
23 1.07378 -7.8235 27.5 4.6 
24 1.07144 -8.8189 38.6 -2.2 
25 1.06657 -9.4992 24 7.2 
26 1.08605 -10.7823 39 7 
27 1.08034 -10.5667 81 5.5 
28 1.08197 -11.5348 26 7.6 
29 1.07367 -11.5471 83.5 6.9 
30 1.0475 -8.8605 
31 0.982 -8.7931 9.2 4.6 
32 0.9831 -8.326 
33 0.9972 -6.2199 
34 1.0123 -6.0605 
35 1.0493 -7.0047 
36 1.0635 -6.8852 
37 1.0278 -7.9267 
38 1.0265 -11.0716 
39 1.03 -10.92 114 25 
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Table 8. IEEE 39-Bu S tern (Optimal Sc hedule for the Ba e Ca e) 
Generator Cost Function A ailable A ailable Participation 
Number ($/h) forAGC for AYR Factor 
30 0.0193P 2 + 6.9P y Ye 10.0 
31 0.0111P 2 + 3.7P y Ye 10.0 
32 0.0104P 2 + 2.8P Ye Ye 10.0 
33 0.0088P 2 + 4.7P Ye Ye 10.0 
34 0.0128P 2 + 2.8P Yes Ye 10.0 
35 0.0094P 2 + 3.7P Yes Ye 10.0 
36 0.0099P 2 + 4.8P Ye y 10.0 
37 0.0113P 2 + 3.6P Yes Ye 10.0 
38 0.0071P 2 + 3.7P Yes Ye 10.0 
39 0.0064P 2 + 3.9P Yes Yes 10.0 
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